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methods for food service equipment.
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DISCLAIMER
This publication is intended to inform readers on the specific subject of fire inspection and investigations in
commercial kitchens. It is the result of research, experience, and observations and it has been peer reviewed
to ensure it is authoritative and technically sound. It is sold with the understanding that neither the publisher
nor the authors are providing engineering, legal or other professional services beyond the scope of this work.
If engineering, legal or other professional assistance is required, then the services of a professional should be
sought.
It is the authors’ intent to make this work as comprehensive and accurate as possible. However, there may be
some errors or omissions. Some of the information presented may be subjective interpretations of information
gathered; other information is time dependent and subject to change. Although attempts have been made to
ensure that the basis for this publication is accurate, the authors do not guarantee the accuracy of the
information presented. The users of this publication should form their own opinions.
This text should be used as a general guide only and not as an ultimate authority on the subject. Specific
guidelines presented may not be appropriate for a particular fire scenario or assignment. It is the
responsibility of the investigator or analyst to determine what information to apply in a specific matter. This
text contains information only current to the date of publishing.
The authors and the publishers shall not accept liability or responsibility to any person or entity with respect to
damage or loss caused or alleged to having been caused, directly or indirectly, by this work.
Throughout this manual you will find links to external websites. Although every effort is made to ensure these
links are accurate, up to date, and relevant, the author cannot take responsibility for pages maintained by
external providers. The inclusion of links to such websites is for your convenience only, and does not imply
any endorsement of the content of such sites. If you come across any external links that do not work, please
report them to the author.
We have attempted to apply known scientific fire investigative principles wherever possible. However,
because this field is rapidly evolving there will be areas that will mature after publication.
This Publication Reproduces excerpts from the International Mechanical Code, a publication
of the International Code Council, with permission, all rights reserved.
Reproduced with permission from NFPA 921-2011, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations,
Copyright©2010, National Fire Protection Association. This reprinted material is not the
complete and official position of the NFPA on the referenced subject, which is represented only
by the standard in its entirety.
Reproduced with permission from NFPA® 96-2011: Standard for Ventilation Control and Fire
Protection of Commercial Cooking Operations, Copyright©2010, National Fire Protection
Association. This reprinted material is not the complete and official position of the NFPA on
the referenced subject, which is represented only by the standard in its entirety.
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How to Use This Manual
For Reference purposes, the Table of Contents was created to provide quick access to areas of particular
interest. Additionally, there is an extensive Appendix Section.


Codes and Standards: There are two primary Code (Standard) writing bodies in the United States.
The International Code Council (ICC) and the National Fire Protection Association 96 (NFPA 96).
Both of these bodies upgrade their documents regularly.



To assist in understanding the various code bodies (NFPA, ICC, IMC, IFC), we will differentiate
them in the manual. For example:
NFPA 96, Section 4.1.8: All interior surfaces of the exhaust system shall be accessible for cleaning
and inspection purposes.



Forms: Throughout the book there are a number of forms, templates and other written items that are
free of charge. Download them at www.philackland.com/articles-forms/



Links: Throughout the manual you will find URL links to take you to webpages for greater
information or insight on that particular subject. We tried to put the links in the most logical
locations and for them to direct the reader to the specific point being covered, but cannot take
responsibility for other peoples website. (i.e. www.CFITrainer.net)

To our overseas customers: Where you read of government agencies and codes and standards development
bodies such as ICC, NFPA 96, EPA, OSHA or WHMIS, please consult your local jurisdictions.

Introduction
This manual is a collaborative effort to simplify many of the issues that surround inspection of, and
investigation into fires in commercial kitchens. One of the primary purposes is to lay down a fundamental
understanding of scientific and investigative methodologies involved in commercial kitchen fires.
To ensure that the material within is balanced and objective, we have had the manual peer-reviewed by a
number of special experts in the fields of fire investigation; and the various components of commercial
kitchens. We have also researched a number of respected documents, journals and articles; applying many of
these scientific principles of investigative methodology to the subject of commercial kitchen fires.
It is specifically written for building and fire inspectors, fire investigators, analysts, engineers, special experts
and attorneys to provide them with fundamental knowledge of the performance of cooking appliances, the
kitchen exhaust and fire-extinguishing systems. Certain sections will be of greater importance to different
individuals or fields. Within a specific topic we have presented lists of recommended elements or activities.
It is up to the reader to consider and apply those which he or she determines to be appropriate for a given fire
scenario or assignment. Any redundancies will, hopefully, ensure that several points of view and interests are
covered for the various professions.
Fire Prevention
Greater fire safety is achieved when both fire and building departments are involved in the initial design and
construction or major renovation of a kitchen exhaust system. Each department brings different points of
view to the table. This will ensure that all aspects of construction, installation and upkeep are considered.
Beyond construction and installation, these systems require continuous maintenance. The manual covers
basic servicing and cleaning requirements. There are checklists of what tradespeople should be providing and
the qualifications they should possess.
Fire Investigation
Details of fires in commercial kitchens can be complex. A fire investigator needs to have a clear
understanding of the commercial kitchen environment (appliances, fire-extinguishing systems, and exhaust
systems).
The initial task of a fire investigator or analyst is to gather the acts using an accepted methodology. As much
of the evidence in a commercial kitchen fire is surprisingly fragile, it is essential that evidence is gathered
while “fresh” and available.
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Measurements and observations of, often obscure, components can be critical to creating an acceptable
scientific hypothesis. If a case matures to the litigation phase several primary factors are involved in winning
over a judge/or jury. The investigator’s aim is to accumulate and evaluate evidence and draw correct
inferences. This manual provides a number of recommendations to ensure unique and critical evidence is
preserved and presented in a useful manner.
Insurance and Legal Profession
The insurance and legal profession will benefit from an understanding of these systems as well as the
‘standards of care’ various trades should be applying within their area of expertise. The manual will assist in
understanding levels of expectations and responsibilities of installers and maintenance personnel.

Continuing Education
In an effort to promote fire safety and greater understanding of the hazards involved with commercial kitchen
systems Phil Ackland and Associates LLC, is proud to cooperate with the International Association of Arson
Investigators in promoting CFITrainer.net. Participating in this online facility will aid fire inspectors and
investigators in understanding many of the aspects of what it takes to reach a professional level of job
performance as a fire investigator.

CFITrainer.net®
The International Association of Arson Investigators (IAAI) distance learning site – CFITrainer.net® is
designed to provide fire investigators with high quality training and information regarding the investigation of
fires and explosions. The programs provided on the site are all based on the requirements on NFPA 1033,
Standard for Professional Qualifications for Fire Investigator and NFPA 921, Guide for Fire & Explosion
Investigations.
CFITrainer.net® provides both new and experienced fire investigators with a unique opportunity to obtain up
to date continuing education related to the profession. It is a cost effective way to build your training and
education portfolio and prepare you to your job in this ever changing world.
There are several programs, or modules, available on CFITrainer.net® that will assist readers to better
understand the fire investigation process discussed in this book. They include:


The Scientific Method for Fire and Explosion Investigation



Fire Investigator Scene Safety



Documenting the Event



Introduction to Evidence



Physical Evidence at the Fire Scene



Evidence Examination: What Happens at the Lab?



Fundamentals of Interviewing



Writing the Initial Origin and Cause Report

These and other modules may be accessed at www.CFITrainer.net®.
If you are new to the IAAI distance learning program you will be asked to register to become a user. After
completing the free registration and selecting a user LOGON and PASSWORD you will then be able to select
any of the modules that are of interest. Modules may be watched online at your convince and may be
reviewed as many times as desired once they are completed. All if the modules on CFITrainer.net® have
required reading materials as well as reference materials that are readily available or accessed on line. On
completion of a CFITrainer.net® module you have the option to take an end of program test and receive a
certificate of completion for the program. As a registered user you may also download a transcript that lists all
CFITrainer.net® programs that you have completed.
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